DataVerify Identifies Essential and Non-Essential Businesses during COVID-19

Right now everything seems a bit new and uncertain as the COVID-19 pandemic continues to impact how our industry operates. At DataVerify we are always working to stay on top of these day-to-day changes that create new needs or risks for lenders. DataVerify has a unique ability to create configurable alerts to allow for evaluation of such risks that fits into a lender's workflow real-time.

Recently, verifying employment and income has become a struggle due to the need to determine if the company is deemed essential or non-essential. DataVerify created an alert within DRIVE® that notifies users of the potential that a borrower may be unemployed or the business might be closed due to COVID-19. This is just one example of the many ways in which we are adapting our services and workflow capabilities to meet the challenges facing lenders.

DataVerify is here to help lenders automate their manual processes and adapt to the digital transformation taking place in our industry. If you would like more information on how this might help you, please reach out to DataVerify's fraud industry experts.
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